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"If, however, you sell property used in performing your exempt functions you will not be taxed on that gain if you reinvest the proceeds of the sale in other property used for your exempt purposes. If you do not reinvest the funds, you must pay a tax on the gain.

"Income which your club receives and which is set aside for charitable purposes will not be taxed. This permits your club to hold charitable functions and to exclude the proceeds from taxable income.

"It appears that all of the old rules regarding retention or loss of exempt status remain even though we have this new tax. If you violate the 5 per cent rule, you may jeopardize your tax exempt status even though you are paying tax on that income. The new law has not solved our old problems, but has perpetuated and made them even more important to us today since auditing revenue agents will now be examining your club's books looking for added revenue. You, as a club official must now, more than ever, understand the tax rules applicable to your club."

Janetatos said that the IRS must now write regulations which will answer club managers' most pressing questions. However, this is an immense task.

"We anticipate that we will not see even a first draft of the regulations until late 1970 at the earliest."

This means that clubs must operate under the new law for at least a year without the benefit of regulations.

"You may expect to receive guidance from NCA during the year as our own studies reveal solutions to your problems."

Elections

Edward J. Drew, general manager of the Quinnipiack Club in New Haven, Conn., was elected president. He has served as both secretary-treasurer and vice president, the office he held last year.

He is also a former president of the Connecticut Club Managers' Assn. and a past regional director of the Club Managers' Assn. of America.

Other officers elected at the meeting were: Vice Presidents, Cyril F. Brickfield, Bethesda CC; Paul J. McGraw, Country Club of Ithaca, N. Y.; and William S. Roach, Mill River Club, Long Island, N. Y. Named secretary was Willard Steger, River Oaks CC, Houston, Tex. George C. Delp, Lancaster CC, Lancaster, Pa., was elected treasurer.

Four new directors were also elected to the board. They are A. Doris Anderson, University Club, Baltimore, Md., the first woman to be elected to NCA's board; Joseph S. Finger, golf course architect from Champions GC, Houston; Al Meillon, California G & CC, San Francisco and Vernon W. Lowell, Old Westbury G & CC, Westbury, N.Y.

Introductory Offer...

FREE (A $50.00 retail value)
Disposable, vended
TERI®-TOWELS
with each vendor purchased

New, tough, strong and highly absorbent disposable TERI® Towels are now available in vended form. Selling 3 to a sleeve (25¢ coin slot), TERI Towels are nylon reinforced, white and lint-free. Golfers will buy them to clean muddy clubs, dry golf balls, wipe their hands and face, and dry off sweaty grips. Weather tight vendor mounts easily outside starter's shack or pro shop.

ORDER NOW AND SAVE!!!

During a limited introductory period, we are offering a FREE 200-package case of disposable TERI Towels (a $50.00 retail value) with each vendor purchased.

The TERI Towel vendor is made of rust resistant steel and features fully hinged doors, completely dry interior, double locks and a trouble-free dispensing mechanism.

Don't hesitate. Send for complete details by simply filling in the coupon below.

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION
Commercial Products Dept.
Neenah, Wisconsin 54956

Yes, I'm interested in your introductory TERI Towel Vendor offer. Have salesman call.

NAME

TITLE

GOLF COURSE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Offer good in Continental U.S.A. only

For more information circle number 279 on card.
How nitrogen fertilizers affect Washington creeping bentgrass


The objective of this study was to determine the influence of seven nitrogen fertilizers on the growth and mineral composition of Washington creeping bentgrass. The study was conducted over a five year period. The turf was maintained at a cutting height of 0.25 inch and irrigated. Optimum levels of phosphorus and potassium were maintained. Nitrogen carrier treatments consisted of (a) activated sewage sludge, (b) ammonium nitrate (NH₄NO₃), (c) ammonium sulfate (NH₄)₂SO₄, (d) processed tankage, (e) sodium nitrate (NaNO₃), (f) urea and (g) ureaformaldehyde, each applied at rates of five and 10 pounds of nitrogen per 1,000

Continued on page 26
MAKAHA INN
WAIANAE, OAHU, HAWAII

...A GOLFER'S PARADISE

Hawaiian visitors and residents as well are discovering Oahu's Hidden Verdant Valley nestled between the Waianae Range where the new magnificent Makaha Inn and two championship golf courses afford not only a true test of golfing skill but a sweeping panorama of the vast blue Pacific.

Selected as the future home of the Hawaiian Open International Golf Tournament, this is truly a golfing destination resort area of the first magnitude.

Pictured above are Bruce Fowler, Director of Operations; Chuck Jones, Supervisor of Golf Cart Maintenance; and Stan Graff, Teaching Professional, standing in front of a portion of the 180 Viking Golf Cart Fleet which are all equipped with the Trojan "217" Golf Cart Battery.

TROJAN "MILEAGE MASTER" GOLF CAR BATTERIES

TROJAN BATTERY COMPANY • 9440 ANN STREET • SANTA FE SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA 90670

For more information circle number 262 on card
Take the pressure off your turf with Terra Tire low pressure tires.

A fully loaded golf car with these flotation tires exerts only about eight pounds of pressure per square inch. Walking pressure under the heel of a shoe can be as much as 24 pounds per square inch.

That's why you can cut down turf damage when you equip your golf cars with Goodyear's big, easy-rolling Terra Tire low pressure tires. They provide sure-footed traction, too, for stability on slopes and around traps.

Get all the facts on what Terra Tire low pressure tires can do for your course. Write Terra Tire Dept., The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 44316.
CONSIDER IT AS AN INVESTMENT, NOT AS A DECORATION FOR YOUR BATTERY CHARGER

A golf car is to make money with. Not spend money on. And since most claim to have handsome, rugged bodies, comfortable rides and attractive warranties, your investment decision should be based on one thing. Dollars. Pargo will go at least 72 holes on a single charge. Day after day after day. So instead of charging batteries, you’re charging rent. Isn’t that what golf cars are all about? Call or write Columbia Car Corporation, Post Office Box 5544, Charlotte, North Carolina 28205. 704/596-6550. Pargo

For more information circle number 200 on card.
square feet per year. Each source was applied in one pound nitrogen increments at two and four week intervals for the 10 and five pound nitrogen rates, respectively. Fertilizer treatments were initiated the third week in May and continued through the third week of September. The treatments were watered in immediately after application to avoid foliar burn. Data collected consisted of shoot growth response evaluated on a fresh and dry weight basis from harvests made periodically during the growing season. A portion of the clippings collected was also analyzed for mineral content.

Results of the five year study showed shoot growth to increase as the level of nitrogen fertilizer application was increased. Higher rates of nitrogen decreased the per cent dry weight of bentgrass foliage. The authors concluded that the readily available nitrogen sources, such as ammonium nitrate, sodium nitrate and urea were most effective in the spring and fall. Activated sewage sludge and ammonium sulfate gave the best response during June and July. Processed tankage and urea-formaldehyde showed little variation in seasonal growth response. The activated sewage sludge stimulated shoot growth at a level comparable to the readily available nitrogen sources except during the late fall when the shoot growth response declined.

Analyses of the mineral content of Washington creeping bentgrass leaves grown under the various nitrogen carrier treatments showed higher levels of nitrogen fertility to increase the potassium content in the foliage. Applications of activated sewage sludge resulted in significant increases in the copper, zinc and iron contents. Sodium nitrate applications caused an increase in the sodium content of the leaf tissue. No other significant differ-
When we introduced the new Titleist golf clubs, we never expected such a stampede. It takes time to turn out clubs of this quality. The demand for them has been far greater than we expected, and there’s no way we can speed up the handcrafting and the special care that go into these clubs. The woods have an exclusive brass-backed insert. It practically eliminates vibration when you hit a ball. You’ll notice a more positive, sweeter feel, and more power at impact. The irons are perfectly balanced to add more accuracy to your game. Their square-toe design makes it easy to align the blade at right angles to the line of flight. Naturally, we put everything into them. Improving your golf game is our business. If you order these clubs now, we’ll deliver as soon as possible. And remember: like all Acushnet equipment, these clubs are sold through golf course pro shops only.
5 questions to ask before buying a tractor-loader.

From the people with the right answers.


These are five big questions you should ask when buying a tractor-loader. We're eager to mention them because Ford answers a big YES to every one!

First, Ford offers you ten different types of tractor-loaders from 32 to 57 net flywheel hp... with six matching loaders from 1,200 to 4,500-lb capacity. A size and capacity to fit your needs.

Next, Ford gives you the widest selection of transmissions, including torque converter with power-reverser, manual-reversing, 10-speed power-shift, 8-speed and 4-speed units.

Job adaptability? Ford's famous 3-point hitch with single-lever hydraulic control works great with practically any kind of rear mounted equipment. Try it and see!

Maneuverability and easy handling? A superb balance of power and weight make Ford famous for those qualities.

And for over 50 years Ford has set the standard for more dependable, trouble-free performance. See your Ford tractor dealer now. The man with all the right answers.


NUMBER ONE ON WHEELS
FORD TRACTOR

For more information circle number 178 on card

Ford 3000 tractor shown with 730 loader. Lifts 2,240 lbs.
Why buy TORO Electric* Valve-in-head sprinklers?

Here are three good reasons:

1. Automatic pressure regulation.
   These gear driven, rotary pop-up heads provide even distribution of water regardless of pressure fluctuations in the system.

2. Three position manual switch (at each head).
   The “On”—“Off” and “Automatic” settings mean you have manual control built right into the head for stress watering or by-pass as needed.

3. Lower power consumption than conventional electric systems...
   just 3.4 volt amps (.14 amps in-rush current at 24 volts): You economize with smaller wire size.

*We’re not prejudiced! We’d also be glad to tell you about our dependable hydraulic Valve-in-head sprinklers. Proved in thousands of applications.

Need more good reasons? Read on:

Get the complete story on the TORO Valve-in head plus information on our complete line of turf sprinkling equipment in our new six-page, full color booklet. We’d be proud to send it to you:

Toro Manufacturing Corp.
8111 Lyndale Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minn. 55420

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______

TORO Automatic Turf Sprinkler Systems
Minneapolis, Minn. 55420

For more information circle number 245 on card
Ransomes know about

15 ft. cut Fully-Hydraulic 7-unit Power Gang Mower

Ransomes designers have used hydraulic power successfully for over 20 years.

Plan for profitable large area grass-cutting with Ransomes, the people who know about hydraulic power. The Hydraulic 5/7 has a proven record of a high work output over the last two years and a great record too for rugged reliability under testing conditions.

All gang mowing operations on the 5/7 are handled, hydraulically, with fingertip control, from the driving seat.

The units are raised and lowered . . . hydraulically. Forward, neutral and reverse reel drive is provided . . . hydraulically. The result is a superb cut every time, and a much easier job for the driver.

We're proud of the 5/7. It's the biggest step forward in large area grass-cutting for 20 years.

And there's no doubt about it.

The 5/7 simplifies the driver's job because —

1. Hydraulic direct transmission gives him power where he needs it most — at the cutting reels. Variable cuts per yard from 20 to 75.

2. Providing the tractor can get a grip he can go gang mowing. The 5/7 cuts in conditions that leave other gang mowers standing.

3. From a full 15 ft. cutting width the 5/7 slims down to its narrow transport width in seconds, at the touch of a lever.

4. Reverse drive clears choked reels and allows back lapping.

5. Hydraulic power allows from 1 to 7 units to be used separately or collectively.

6. Units cut in front of the tractor drive wheels before grass is flattened.